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Executive Summary
Damages to urban infrastructure systems, as a result of various natural hazards, have escalated
in recent years. The observed trend is expected to increase in the future as the impacts of population
growth, rapid urbanization and climate change persist and worsen. To alleviate the damages associated
with these impacts, it is recommended to integrate disaster management methods into planning, design
and operational policies under all levels of government. Work presented in this report proposes the
use of quantitative resilience criterion (dynamic in time and space) to plan for disturbing effects of,
assess damage to, and implement the response of urban infrastructure systems to, natural hazards.
The implementation of the resilience criterion has been done in the form of the web-based decision
support system (ResilSIMt) that operates in near real-time. The decision support system is designed
to assist decision makers in selecting the best options for integrating adaptive capacity into their
communities to protect against the negative impacts of natural (and/or non-natural) hazards. The tool
is built as a generic framework allowing its application to various locations. This document presents
(i) the system user’s manual; and (ii) illustration of possible system uses in the form of pre-loaded
scenarios, developed for the City of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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Introduction
Natural hazards have caused an increasing amount of damage to urban systems in the recent

years. The observed trend is expected to increase in the future as the impacts of population growth,
rapid urbanization, and climate change persist. Natural disasters have become more frequent and
damaging to physical and socioeconomic environments Irwin et al. (2016). In the last decade,
approximately $4 trillion of direct economic damages is attributed to natural disasters globally, and
this does not account for the loss of life and cultural assets that are difficult to evaluate (World Bank,
2015; IPCC, 2012). Furthermore, in the last two decades, the estimated annual economic losses caused
by natural disasters have increased from $50 billion to $180 billion. Most of these losses are associated
with extreme weather events such as floods, droughts, landslides, cyclones, extreme temperature and
others (World Bank, 2015). According to WHO (2017), in 2015 alone, 346 significant disasters were
linked to natural hazards, and an estimated 22,500 fatalities and over $66 billion in economic damages.
The rising number of natural disasters that have occurred in recent years are linked to three
key factors including climate change, rapid and sometimes poorly planned land use change (especially
massive urbanization) and population growth. Climate change is increasing the frequency and intensity
of extreme weather-related events. The average global temperature is projected to rise significantly,
disrupting the balance of the climate system and hydrological cycle, causing unprecedented extreme
meteorological events that will overwhelm critical infrastructure capacity, Irwin et al. (2016).
Integrating disaster management methods into planning, design and operational policies may
aid or mitigate the damages induced by hazardous events. With the ResilSIMt tool, we propose the
use of the quantitative resilience to assess (i) the response of an urban system to the hazardous events;
and (ii) the impact of different adaptation measures.
Traditional risk management is defined as the combination of three elements: 1) probability
of an extreme event; 2) exposure of infrastructure or human elements; and 3) susceptibility of people,
property, infrastructure, to damage caused by an extreme event (Irwin et al. 2016; World Bank, 2015).
There has been a shift from the traditional risk-based approach to resilience-based disaster
management (Simonovic, 2016; Simonovic and Peck, 2013).
Decision support systems (DSS) are used to provide meaningful inputs for improved decision
making in complex domains. The DSS tool created by Irwin et al. (2016) named ResilSIM, to the best

knowledge of the authors, was one of the first tools to use resilience as a measure of the urban system's
ability to function in the event of a hazard as well as recover from the damages.
The objective of the work documented in this report is to present the evolution of the
ResilSIM tool and introduce the new version, ResilSIMt. The ResilSIMt is developed in the form of
the web-based and mobile friendly DSS. It is designed to assist decision makers in analyzing different
adaptation measures in order to mitigate the negative impacts of a hazard. The tool is developed for
general application with user input data capabilities combined with the open source OpenStreetMap
GIS database. Five illustrative applications for the City of Toronto, Ontario, Canada are presented in
Section 3. The pre-loaded projects are available to all users of the tool and can be duplicated and used
as base scenarios for new user-created projects.
The remainder of the document is organized as follows. First, the resilience definition, research
objectives, and the methodological background are presented in Section 1. A detailed description of
the ResilSIMt tool follows in Section 2. The illustrative projects to demonstrate and showcase the use
of the tool are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 presents some concluding remarks.

1.1

Resilience Definition
The IPCC defines resilience, in the context of disaster management, as “the ability of a system

and its component parts to anticipate, absorb, accommodate or recover from the effects of a hazardous event in a timely
and efficient manner, including through ensuring the preservation, restoration or improvement of its essential basic
structures and functions” (IPCC, 2012). The definition of risk is the susceptibility of the system and its
components to damage caused by hazards scenarios. The traditional risk is a static metric that does
not change over time. Resilience is a dynamic metric that is capable of presenting system performance
over the duration of a disaster event.
According to Simonovic (2016), Bruneau et al. (2003), Chang and Shinozuka (2004), and
Cutter et al. (2008) a resilient system may be achieved by choosing a sufficient set of adaptation
measures. Recently, Simonovic (2016), introduced the dynamic resilience metric using a simulation
model integrated with GIS processing, similar to the procedure adopted by Irwin et al. (2016). In
Simonovic and Arunkumar (2016), a comparison of static and dynamic resilience applied to
multipurpose reservoir operation is presented. Their results show that the dynamic resilience is a
powerful tool for selecting proactive and reactive adaptive response to hazard events that could not
2

be achieved using the traditional risk-based approach. The dynamic resilience concept is expanded by
Kong and Simonovic (2017) using network theory and applied to the City of Toronto infrastructure
as a case study. These concepts are incorporated into the current version of the ResilSIMt for the
quantification of the dynamic resilience metric.

1.2

Objectives of ResilSIMt tool
The ResilSIMt is a web-based tool that allows (i) user representation of the physical and

socioeconomic urban system; and (ii) assessment of its resilience to natural or human made disasters.
It can assist decision makers in selecting appropriate adaptation measures that will maximize urban
system resilience to a hazardous event.
The tool can function with a variety of datasets that describe key urban infrastructure systems,
critical facilities (such as hospitals, schools, ambulance, fire and police stations), land use characteristics
and social infrastructure. It is paramount that geographic information is associated with the data.
Network data format are allowed, and specialized algorithms are employed to calculate the resilience
metric for network infrastructure systems. The system relies on publicly available infrastructure, social,
buildings, and other data. However, private data can be incorporated into the tool database by the
user for the resilience calculation, as well.
The ResiSIM v2 can simulate one or more hazardous scenarios, defined by the users through
the user interface and GIS tool to map the hazard event in the region and compute an initial value of
the urban system's resilience. The tool offers the user the possibility of creating a list of proactive and
reactive measures that affect adaptive capacity and that can be applied to improve the system
performance and increase resilience. The user can select an adaptation option to be implemented
interactively and observe how community resilience responds. After the selection of adaptation
measures, the resilience is re-calculated and compared to its initial value. In this way, various measures
can be compared effectively using resilience as a comparison criterion.
The tool enables users to quickly make decisions that can reduce the physical, social and
economic consequences of various hazards. The consequences to be considered include damages to
the built and natural environments (roads, housing, buildings, urban systems) as well as the danger
and disruption posed to human welfare.

3

1.3

Methodological Background
The ResilSIMt is build as a generic decision support system that can calculate resilience using

a variety of datasets that describe key urban infrastructures, critical facilities, land use characteristics
and social infrastructure. The tool mainly utilizes two types of data inputs: (i) network data, with a
formal structure containing nodes connected by links or edges, and for which, specialized algorithms
are employed to calculate the resilience; and (ii) other GIS data layers containing information about
urban infrastructure, social data, buildings, critical facilities and others. For the network layers, each
component element must have its own physical capacity (usually represented as cost of a link for the
mathematical representation).
The physical capacity measurement consists of the infrastructure’s structural integrity or a unit
related to its functionality. Dependencies can be in either intra-dependent form (a node or edge within
a network depends on another node or edge within the same network type), or interdependent form
(a node or edge within a network depends on another node or edge from a different network type.
GIS data layers have flexibility to incorporate other data types, such as point, line and polygon shapes.
The ResilSIMt dataflow and case analysis can be summarized in a few steps, as follows:
1. Description of Infrastructure System: population of the decision support system data base
with the network data, infrastructure data in form of GIS layers, social information and
any other information or data the user judges relevant;
2. Hazards Input: definition of the hazard scenarios, input of the affected areas and regions
and the magnitude in time and space;
3. Impact Assessment: the impact on the urban infrastructure (networks and data layers)
caused by the hazard;
4. Adaptation Measures: identification of adaptation measures for each layer and hazard;
5. Assessment of System Performance and Resilience: assessment of the resilience and the
impacts of adaptation measures.
Hazards are characterized by their damage area and magnitudes. They are inputs from the
user. The tool allows the user to change the hazard affected area and severity over time to describe
the progression of hazard. The impact assessment step then uses damage functions to estimate the
reduction in capacity for various system elements.
User input adaptation measures can then be specified to demonstrate how system component
behaviors shift with their implementation. These can be classified as pre-disaster measures, that change
4

the disaster impact relationship for the system component, or post disaster measures, that speed up
system element recovery. The ResilSIMt tool integrates physical, social and economic impacts of
disaster events and adaptation measures implemented to an urban system into a single measure known
as resilience, R. The procedure for computing the resilience metric is adapted from Irwin et al. (2016),
Simonovic and Peck (2013), Kong and Simonovic (2017) and Peck and Simonovic (2013).
The overall system resilience calculation for each time step is illustrated in the flowchart
presented in Figure 1. The physical performance of individual networks and layers is aggregated to
form a single network/layer system performance and resilience. Once this process is repeated for all
infrastructure, it is aggregated further to calculate the overall system resilience.

Figure 1. Resilience calculation order and flowchart of the ResilSIMt
An example of typical system performance curve (black line) is presented in Figure 2. The
shaded area under the curve represents the loss of system performance caused by the hazard over
time. The x-axis represents time, where t0 and t1 represent the time at the beginning and end of the
disaster event respectively. The system performance drops once the disaster begins at t0 and recovers
over time.

5

The area above the system performance curve represents the loss in system performance over
time (𝜌𝑖 ). The area spans from the initial time of disturbance to the time at the end of system recovery
and is calculated as:
𝑡

𝜌𝑖 (𝑡) = ∫𝑡 [𝑃0𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑠)]𝑑𝑡
0

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒

𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0 , 𝑡𝑟 ]

(1)

where 𝑃0𝑖 is the is the initial system performance level, i the impact, 𝑃𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑠) represents
measure of system performance for each time step t and location in space s, and tr the end of the
recovery process.
The resilience of each system component, 𝑟 𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑠), represented by the area below the system
performance curve in Figure 2 is calculated using:
𝜌𝑖 (𝑡)

𝑟 𝑖 (𝑡) = 1 − (𝑃𝑖 ×(𝑡−𝑡 ))
0

0

(2)

The resilience of each system component can be combined into the final, system resilience
using:
1

R(𝑡, 𝑠) =

𝑖
𝑀
{∏𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑟 (𝑡, 𝑠)}

(3)

where M is the number of impacts.
Figure 3 illustrates one representation of the four components of resilience graphically. The
resilience components include robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness and rapidity. Based on the
mathematical representations of the four resilience components from Simonovic and Arunkumar
(2016), the tool can estimate a value for them from the generated resilience curve(s).
The application of the methodology is demonstrated using OpenStreetMap (OSM, 2018) data
and other publicly available data for the City of Toronto. Two theoretical hazard scenarios are created
to showcase the use of the tool and the calculation of the system performance and resilience.

6

Figure 2. System performance to a disturbance (partial recovery, recovery to pre-hazard system
performance, and improving system performance) (adapted from Simonovic and Arunkumar, 2016)

Figure 3. System performance to a disturbance (partial recovery, recovery to pre-hazard system
performance, and improving system performance) (adapted from Simonovic and Arunkumar, 2016)

7

1.4

Decision Support System
The ResilSIMt tool is implemented as a generalized decision support system (DSS) that

calculates the system performance and resilience to one or more extreme events that disrupt urban
systems. The following section describes major components of the tool: (i) the user interface; (ii) the
database; and (iii) the mathematical module.
The procedure for calculating the resilience within the ResilSIMt tool can be described in
following steps: 1) selection of the analysis (city, or urban center); 2) organization of the data for input
into the tool: layers and networks representing urban system such as buildings, critical facilities, energy,
and others, as well as social data; 3) input of the hazard scenarios and damage functions; 4) definition
and input of the adaptation measures; 5) simulation of the hazardous event and computation of the
resilience metric.

2

Description of the ResilSIMt Tool
This section presents the user’s manual for the ResilSIMt tool. The main features of the tool

are described and illustrated in the following sections. The analyses of several different scenarios are
possible with the tool and this is accomplished by creating projects. Projects hold the information
about infrastructure layers, hazard scenario inputs, damage outputs and adaptation measures. Detailed
description of how to input and create projects, is presented in section 2.3. The tool’s database is also
provided with pre-loaded projects accessible to all users with an account. The preloaded projects are
presented and briefly discusses in section 3.

2.1

System Architecture of the ResilSIMt Tool
The interactions between software components are summarized in Figure 4. These

interactions can be divided into three main steps, including the user interface (UI), the application
server and the database. Beginning with the UI, the user provides input data and requests for resilience
values from the system. This request is then submitted to the server where it is processed. Data input
is then added to the database. Open data is also retrieved from the database and goes to the server.

8

The server applies the algorithms developed in the methodology coupled with the available data to
calculate resilience values, which are then fed back to the UI to be presented to the user.

Figure 4. System architecture of the ResilSIMt tool

Within each of these main steps, there are multiple activities to perform the overall task. For
the ResilSIMt tool, HTM5 acts as the browser, displaying the information and results. Specifically,
HTM5 is a combination of hypertext markup language (HTML) and cascading style sheet (CSS) that
allow the design and placement of text on the screen for the user to see. This is also how the user can
input adjustments to the extent of adaptation measures. GIS mapping tools are employed to enhance
the visualization process by providing a spatial infrastructure and hazards locations. The GIS mapping
tools use Java Scripts to help the local processing. In the context of inputting or editing infrastructure
networks, this component controls their spatial placement. In the context of hazard input, the GIS
mapping tools enable the user to draw polygon areas that represent where the hazards strike. External
mapping services are used to provide various maps, to give the user a sense of how the infrastructure
placement relates to geographical surroundings. Additional geographic layers, such as property
boundaries, geo-political boundaries, municipalities, etc., can be selected.
The database is primarily made of the PostgreSQL software with a PostGIS extension. The
database allows for the storage of inputs and results. Open Street Maps (OSM) are one of the primary
9

data sources made available by the tool. OSM contains various network and layer data such as road
networks and locations of various critical facilities.
The communication process between the UI and the database is where most of the
computation and processing occurs and consists of the Asp.Net which acts as the storage of the code
representing the methodology described earlier. Specifically, it uses C# programming language. The
webserver is the component that enables executing the stored code over the internet. In contrast, the
Map Server enables the processing of geospatial imaging, such as zooming into and out of a mapped
area. For example, whenever zooming in or out of the map image takes place, it is actually accessing
different rectangular tiles at various resolutions and details. Some of these details are simplified and
kept hidden from the user.

2.2

User Account
The user must create an account before accessing the ResilSIMt tool functionalities. The

account is necessary to allow users to customize the projects, input new data layers, create and provide
hazard scenarios, define the damage output, include adaptation measures and visualize and export the
system performance and resilience output from the tool, as well as create copies of the pre-loaded
projects and create duplicates of existing projects.
2.2.1

Creating an account
The following information is required from the user to create an account (Figure 5): Name,

Email address, Intent of use, Affiliation, and Password. The password is required to be at least 4
characters long and simple passwords are allowed.
After completing and submitting the form, an email will be sent to the user with the activation
code and an activation link as shown in Figure 6. By clicking on the link provided, the user will activate
the account. If, for some reason, the link does not work, the user can provide an activation code when
they first access the tool (Figure 7).
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the user account creation page of the ResilSIMt tool

Figure 6. Account activation email from the ResilSIMt tool
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Figure 7. Account activation page of the ResilSIMt tool
2.2.2

Login and password recovery
After the account is created and activated, following the activation email, the user is able to

login using the email and provided password. The login page is shown in Figure 8 and if successful a
message will be presented (Figure 9) and the tool will redirect to the main screen. The user can create
a new password using the ‘Forgot password’ option on the login screen (Figure 8).
On the recovery password screen, Figure 10, the user can provide the email address used to
create the account. A new random password will be generated and provided to the user by email as
illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 8. Login page of the ResilSIMt tool

Figure 9. Successful login into the ResilSIMt tool
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Figure 10. Password recovery option in the ResilSIMt tool

Figure 11. New password email from ResilSIMt tool

2.3

Managing Projects
The use ResilSIMt starts with the creation of projects. A project holds the following data:

networks and layers; hazard scenarios for the analysis of the system performance and resilience of
urban infrastructures and components; and possible adaptation measures for responding to the
disturbance caused by hazards. Structuring the ResilSIMt tool use in projects allows a high level of
generalization and experimentation with a large combination of different disturbance and response
scenarios. There are public and private projects. The public projects are accessible to all users that
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register with the ResilSIMt tool, however, in read-only mode. Users can view and explore these
projects and experiment with the different adaptation measures without modifying the data inputs.
Section 3 describes the pre-loaded public projects available in the tool’s database.
The second type, private projects, are associated with a user account. These projects are only
visible to the user that creates them. The user is also able to create copies of projects, included a preloaded public project, which then can be modified or expanded. It’s worth reminding that a copy of a
public project becomes private to the user that is creating the duplicate.
The lists of projects in the ResilSIMt database is presented in Figure 12. The list briefly shows
details of each project, such as description, location, the owner (the user that created the project), if it
is public, and the date created. The options in the last column are:
•

Open: will open the project and redirect to the home screen of the tool.

•

Edit: allows editing details such as description and location (only available to the owner
of the project - Figure 13)

•

Copy: creates a duplicate of the project

•

Delete: excludes a project and all data associated with it from the database (only
available to the owner of the project)

Figure 12. List of projects in the ResilSIMt tool
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Figure 13. Editing details of a project in the ResilSIMt tool
New projects can be created using the ‘Create new’ option from the project list (Figure 12).
This option will present a tree step process to the user: 1) Details: project tittle and description (Figure
14); 2) Location: location, usually a city name and the coordinates of the location (Figure 15); 3) Create:
final step to confirm and create the project. After the project is created it will be added to the user’s
projects list (Figure 16). The project can them be opened, and the data provided as described in the
following sections.
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Figure 14. New project creation screen – project title and description

Figure 15. New project - location and coordinates
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Figure 16. New project – final step

2.4

Main Screen
The user interface, as presented in Figure 17, has the following components: (i) GIS mapping

component used to present geographic data and assist user’s input; (ii) data input functionalities that
allow users to select a set of adaptation measures; and (iii) results visualization - functionalities for the
presentation of the system performance as interactive graphs, and tables to export the data extracted
from the database.
The GIS interface is used in the resilience calculation screen to aid the user selecting a region
of the city for the resilience calculation. Additionally, it is used to present all the geographic layers used
in the tool’s database. The adaptation measures controls are built as simple sliders where the user can
select from a range between a minimum and maximum value defined for each measure.
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Figure 17. The ResilSIMt tool main screen
On the top left to the home screen the user name is displayed, the number of projects
associated with the logged-in user, and an option to quickly switch the project (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Name of the user and list of projects

2.5

GIS Tool in the ResilSIMt
The ResilSIMt tool uses a JavaScript based GIS tool to display the layers and networks as

maps. The tool used is the Mapbox GL JS ® (Mapbox, 2018). The GIS tool options can be accessed
using the left toolbar on the main screen (Figure 17 and Figure 19). The listed options are described
as:
Show/hide the layer menu (Figure 20)
Show the users current location
Zoom-in a level
Zoom out a level
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3D visualization and modification of the tilt angle of the map
Drawing tool for selecting polygons on the map (used for the definition of the hazard
areas)
Delete tool for erasing polygons from the map (used for the definition of the hazard areas)

Figure 19. GIS tool options off the ResilSIMt tool

Figure 20. Layer menu for the GIS tool

2.6

Base Maps
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The tool provides three options of background maps that are presented in Figure 21. The
background maps used by the tool, follow the free and open source styles, OpenMapTiles (2018). The
options are: 1) Basic: simple map presentation with fewer details on the element labels and smooth
colors. Ideal for displaying many data layers and networks; 2) 3D: similar map to the Basic style,
however, with 3D presentation of buildings; and 3) OSM Bright: a base map that presents the detailed
OpenStreetMap data with emphasis on major roads. By switching the background map, the tool will
reload the home page and the current project.

Figure 21. Base maps available in the ResilSIMt tool

2.7

Top Menu Options development
The home screen top menu of the tool includes the following options:
-

Infrastructure system
o Existing
▪

Networks: List of user-added networks. Management and editing of existing
infrastructure networks.

▪

Spatial data: Management of user-provided GIS data layers

o Existing expansion: Expansion of an existing network by adding new nodes
o New development: Introduction of the road network for a new development
-

Hazard input: Management of the hazard scenarios and impact output functions.

-

Analysis:
o Adaptation measures: Management of adaptation measures.
o Resilience: Resilience calculation
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Figure 22. Top menu option of the tool

2.8

Data Input
The ResilSIMt tool allow the input of supplementary data (to the pre-loaded and ready to use

OpenStreetMap layers) that represent urban systems in the GIS or network format.
2.8.1

Preloaded OpenStreetMap layers
The tool’s database is pre-loaded with some of the most relevant layers imported from the

OpenStreetMap (OSM) dataset. The OSM contains various network and layer data such as road
networks and locations of various critical facilities (Figure 23).
All projects within the tool have the OSM layers available for analysis and the damage output
can be defined for each of the layers based on the hazard inputs. At this stage of the development, the
OSM layers in the ResilSIMt tool cover the GTA (Grater Toronto Area).

Figure 23. List of OpenStreetMap (OSM) layers available for the analyses
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2.8.2

Network layers
The network layers can be added to the user’s projects as needed and desired. The added

networks will appear on the layer menu for display by the map tool (Figure 24).

Figure 24. User provided network layers of the ResilSIMt tool
Network layers can be managed from the tool using the ‘Networks’ option from the top menu of the
home screen. A list of networks added by the user for a given project is presented in
Figure 25. There is an option to ‘Edit’ and ‘Remove’ an existing network, and add a new
network using the ‘Add new network’ button on the screen.

Figure 25. List of networks added to a project
The ‘Edit’ or ‘Add new network’ options will open a new ResilSIMt screen as presented in
Figure 26. First, some basic information for the new network will have to be provided: name, color
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and line width (used to plot the network on the map), the type of the network and a description that
is optional (Figure 26). After the network is created the user can provide a set of files representing the
elements of the network: 1) Nodes: CSV-formatted file with the list of network nodes, with a code (ID)
and the GIS coordinates; 2) Edges: CSV file with the list of edges or links for the networks containing
the ID of the link, the initial and ending node for each of the links and, if available, the cost/capacity
of the link; 3) Geometry file: an optional GeoJSON-formatted file (see Appendix A for more details)
that incorporates the GIS geometry of the edges connecting the nodes, for more realistic map
representation of the network. GeoJSON files can be create using free software such as QGIS.
(Quantum GIS).

Figure 26. Providing data for newly added network
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2.8.3

Spatial data layers
Spatial data layers are GIS enabled files that can represent all non-network layer data. GIS data

layers can be presented using point, line and/or polygon shapes. For example, critical facilities can be
presented as points or polygons. Figure 27 presents the list of layers added to a given project. Once
the layer is uploaded it can be displayed on the map and will be listed in the layer menu of the GIS
tool.

Figure 27. List of project spatial data layers added by the user
The ‘Layers’ option on the top menu is used to manage the spatial project non-network data.
The first screen presented will show the list of layers of the project (Figure 28). The listed layers can
be modified using ‘Edit’ option or removed with the ‘Remove’ option. In addition, the color used to
plot the data on the map can be modified too. The button ‘Add new layer’ will allow user to add and
upload a new layer’s data with assistance of a new screen, as shown in Figure 29. The following
information is required to add a new layer: name of the layer, color, type of geometry (point, line or
polygon) and data type (critical facilities, buildings, social data). Once the layer is created, the data file,
using a GeoJSON format can be provided (Figure 30). In case of social data, the user should define
what field from the uploaded GeoJSON file will contain vulnerable and total population (Figure 30).
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Figure 28. Managing the list of data layers added by the user

Figure 29. Adding a new general data layer
The ResilSIMt also requires the definition of ‘categories’ depending on the type of the data
layer. For social data, two categories that should be defined by the user are: (i) vulnerable population
and (ii) total population (Figure 30). The list of options for both categories will be filled out by the
tool based on the input file data fields. In the GeoJSON file, each of the geographic features
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(representing a physical region) contains information associate to each of them. The census data files
usually are organized in aggregation units (census tracts or dissemination areas), and each of these
regions has information about the population.

Figure 30. Population fields of the social data layer
2.8.4

Urban expansion
The tool allows users to develop new infrastructure systems (for the new developments –

urban expansion) from scratch using a pre-loaded algorithm. The algorithm is adapted from
Wickramsuriya et al. (2011) and divides a parcel of land into lots and roads to create a subdivision.
Currently, only the roads are captured through the algorithm within this tool. When the new
development option is selected, the screen shown in Figure 31 pops up. The first two parameters refer
to the network and layer management. They determine where the new roads are placed. The next three
parameters refer to dimensions of lots and streets in meters. When the “Draw on map” button is
selected, the user can draw a polygon to outline the boundaries of the new development. When data
input completion, selection of “Create and save” results in a new network.
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Figure 31. New development
2.8.5

Network expansion
The tool comes with an infrastructure network expansion algorithm based on methodology

developed by Fu et al. (2017). The main purpose of this option is to allow for modifications,
maintenance, and improvements of existing infrastructure networks. Note that this expansion
algorithm is only applicable to networks, not the spatial data layers. The algorithm adds additional
nodes and edges to an existing network by applying the inputs shown in Figure 32. For the first menu
item, select the infrastructure network to expand. Next, decide on the number of nodes to add.
Afterwards, draw the area of expansion with the “Draw on map” option, as shown in Figure 33. The
Fu et al. (2016) algorithm places the node based on the demand for infrastructure, which is correlated
to population information, and a gamma factor. The social layer data contains the population
information. A higher positive gamma value means that population density is correlated to the
infrastructure while a negative gamma value means it is inversely proportional. The input parameters
as in Figure 32, are described by Fu et al. (2016) and affected how civil infrastructure could expand in
a network format. Gamma is a regulated parameter that determines how some infrastructure network
nodes appear in relationship to population demand. For example, a higher positive gamma value
suggests that an infrastructure node is likely to appear in relatively densely populated areas. Conversely,
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a negative gamma value indicates that the infrastructure node is more suited to remote areas. An
example of an infrastructure type that has a negative gamma could be water dams where they are
typically situated further from a populated area. alpha and beta are scaling parameters that affect the
cost and efficiency of a new network edge respectively. Alpha has a range of decimal values from zero
to one, excluding the value of zero itself. A smaller alpha value increases the probability that a closer
geographical edge is established. Beta has a range of decimal values ranging from zero to one. A zero
Beta value signifies there is no relationship between the attachment of an edge to a well-connected
infrastructure node. Conversely, a Beta value closer to one signifies that a greater importance is placed
in connecting to an existing node with many connections.

Figure 32. Network expansion
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Figure 33: The network expansion – selection the region
New edges are probabilistically formed between the new and existing node(s) based on the
cost (edge capacity) and efficiency factors, as represented by alpha and beta respectively. Efficiency is
represented by the degrees of existing nodes and costs is based the geographical distance between the
set of nodes. Note that alpha and beta values must be between 0 and 1. Furthermore, alpha values
cannot be 0. Additional explanation of the parameters and algorithm can be found in Fu et al. (2016).
Figure 34 shows the end result of the network expansion algorithm.
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Figure 34. The network expansion – preview of the expansion

2.9

Hazard Scenarios
The hazard scenarios are managed from the user interface selecting the ‘Hazard scenarios’

option from the top menu. A list of hazards created by the user, is present as shown in Figure 35 with
some basic information, such as hazard type, description and starting time, ending time and duration.
Hazards can be added using the ‘Add new hazard scenarios’ button and existing hazards can be
modified using the ‘Edit’ option and deleted using the ‘Remove’ option.
When adding or editing a hazard scenario, a screen with the details will be shown (Figure 36).
For the hazard description the following information is required: hazard type, description, and starting
and ending time steps. Additionally, the affected areas need to be defined by the user by either drawing
the polygons on the map using the ‘Draw polygon’ or importing polygons from external GeoJSON
files using the ‘Import polygons’ options. The polygons drawn on the map can be seen for example
in Figure 37. Multiple areas can be selected for the same hazard. Figure 36 also shows the ‘Impact’ tab
that is used for the input of the impact of the projects as presented in detail on section 2.9.1.
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Figure 35. Managing the hazard scenario in the ResilSIMt tool.

Figure 36. Adding or modifying a hazard scenario.
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Figure 37. Hazard scenario – definition of the impacted areas.
After defining the impacted areas on the map, the tool requires the hazard characterization for
each of the defined areas. By selecting the region, a table will be displayed to input the hazard value
for each time step (Figure 38). The input units should be selected according the type of hazard. The
example in Figure 38 shows the windstorm hazard, and the input units are km/h.

Figure 38. Hazard scenario – input of the hazard data over time.
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2.9.1

Impact definition
The ResilSIMt tool is flexible regarding the input and impact assessment (definition of impact)

for each of the created hazards. For each hazard, a set of impacts can be defined for each of the layers
in the project (Figure 39). The user is able to manage the impacts by adding, editing, delete and defining
the interdependencies between different infrastructure types. The independencies are displayed as a
causal tree, as shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Damage input for the various hazards scenarios created by the user.
Each impact requires detailed definition ( Figure 40): the infrastructure (layer) affected;
description (should reflect the impact as accurately as possible); the type of damage (physical or
functional); indication is the physical damage permanent; and the damage units. The damage units
depend on the selected layer (infrastructure).
The impacts can be provided as: 1) damage tables (Figure 40); 2) damage equations (Figure
41); and 3) fragility curves (Figure 42).
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Figure 40. Definition of the infrastructure damage impact caused by hazards.

Figure 41. Equation damage impact
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Figure 42. Fragility curves damage impact.

2.10 Adaptation Measures
Increase in adaptive capacity of an urban system reduces the loss of system performance over
the duration of the hazard and shortens the recovery time. As a result, the system resilience is
improved. The ResilSIMt allows adaptation measures to be freely defined by the user (Figure 43 and
Figure 44) for each of the data layers and networks pre-loaded in the database or provided by the user.
The adaptation measures will improve the overall performance of an urban system when subject to
hazards and the user will be able to evaluate their efficiency. The list Figure 43 includes de range of
adaptation allowed for each measure (‘Min’ and ‘Max’ columns) as well as the layer where the
adaptation is being applied. Options on this screen are ‘Add new adaptation measure’ to add new
adaptation measures and ‘Edit’ to modality and ‘Delete’ to remove.
Additional forms of adaptation can occur by adjusting the impact relationship(s) shown in
section 2.9.1. Note that these alternative forms of adaption require a base scenario to have been
simulated and exported beforehand in order to perform the comparison. One may want to show the
impact of hardening infrastructure to a hazard event. For example, an underground electrical
infrastructure pump may originally be vulnerable to flood damage. So, a submersible pump may be
considered as an adaptation option, as it can continue to perform even when the pump is submerged
in water. Introduction of hardening measures can be done by adjusting the original impact relationship
that flooding had on electrical pumps.
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Another form of adaption can be implemented by moving the location(s) of the original
infrastructure. For example, one scenario where this may be applicable is during the planning phase
of housing development. One alternative may be to locate a housing complex in a flood prone area.
Another alternative could be to locate the housing complex outside of a flood prone area. Although
the tool does not incorporate other relevant criteria such as cost or aesthetics, it can show that
resilience to flooding would be higher if the housing complex is located outside of the flood prone
area.

Figure 43. Managing the adaptation measures for a given project.
Figure 44 presents the screen to add adaptation measures to the project. The measures added
will be available for the analysis of the system performance and resilience, and the input of information
is required: measure type, the infrastructure affected (layer), name, description and the possible range
(minimum and maximum values of adaptation). Figure 45 shows how are the adaptation measures
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presented to the user, in the form of sliders, that can be adjusted or modified the desired levels to
produce different outcomes. In the ResilSIMt tool the system performance before application of the
adaptation measures (pre-adaptation) will always be presented in orange colour in the output graphs,
and in blue for the system performance and resilience after the application of the adaptation measures
(post-adaptation).

Figure 44. Adding an adaptation measure to the ResilSIMt tool
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Figure 45. Selecting the level of adaptation

2.11 System Performance and Resilience Simulation
The user’s inputs for the hazard scenarios limit the geographic extension of the resilience calculation
by the tool. Examples of typical system performance graphs are presented in Figure 46 and Figure
47. The first is showing the impact (system performance) of a wind storm on the building layer over
time. The second one shows the impact of the same hypothetical windstorm on the school layer. The
graphs in both figures (Figure 46 and Figure 47) are presenting a loss of performance and then a
recovery to the full pre-hazard performance.
The system performance and resilience graphs are shown with two lines: one presenting the
pre-adaptation, in orange color, performance and resilience of the infrastructure system with original
configuration; a second line, in blue color, representing the system performance and resilience after
the application of selected adaptation measures. The user can hide or show the lines from the plots
by clicking on the name in the legend below the graph. A zoom option is also available by dragging
out a rectangle in the chart with the mouse pointer. A “Reset zoom” option reverts the initial zoom
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level. By hovering the mouse pointer over dots, the user can view the time steps and the value of the
system performance and resilience.

Figure 46. Example of a system physical performance graph for the buildings layer

Figure 47. Example of system functional performance graph for the roads layer
The correspondent resilience graphs, for the system performance presented in Figure 46 and
Figure 47 are shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49, respectively.
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Figure 48. Example of a physical resilience graph for the buildings layer

Figure 49. Example of a physical resilience graph for the schools layer
After selection of the hazard scenarios and damage functions, the tool calculates the impacts
(system performance) and the combined resilience value (Figure 50) using the methodology presented
in Section 1.3. The value of the robustness (Figure 50) is presented under the resilience graph.
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Robustness is the minimum value of resilience the system experiences during the hazard event. This
matric is presented for the pre and post-adaptation scenarios with the occurrence time. Higher values
of robustness are desirable and indicate a more resilient system.
The choice of pro-active or reactive adaptation measures defined by the user for each
infrastructure layer and disaster scenario will impact the resilience calculated by the tool. The selection
of the adaptation measures is controlled by a set of sliders with upper and lower limits defined by the
input scenarios in Figure 43 and shown at the right hand side of Figure 51. The user can quickly
evaluate the impact of changing the adaptation measures on infrastructure system’s resilience. Based
on the system response, the measure which improves resilience the most can be easily identified.

Figure 50. Final resilience graph combining the resilience for all layers and hazards, physical and
functional system performance
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Figure 51. Pro-active adaptation measures applied to the system and response of the resilience. The
orange line shows the system resilience without adaptation and the blue line with pro-active and
reactive adaptation measures.

2.12 Exporting Data
The data used to build the graphs can be exported to external files and figure formats. A
button on the top left of the plot (

) allows user to print and export/download the graph to an image

file or Excel format (Figure 52). The ‘View data table’ option shows a table with the data as presented
by Table 1.
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Figure 52. Option to export the data from the graphs in the ResilSIMt
Table 1. Data presented in a table format (same data presented on the graph)

3

Example Projects
Five pre-loaded example projects are available in the ResilSIMt’s database using the City of

Toronto data. They illustrate tool’s functionalities and can be used as a starting point in development
of projects by the new users of the system. Example projects offer insight into the data input, hazard
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definitions, impacts and adaptation measures. These projects can be further modified by creating
copies, as discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The pre-loaded projects are listed in Table 2 and Figure
53. They are described in the following sections with a brief presentation of the hazard (magnitude
and affected region), and choice of adaptation measures that will affect the system performance and
resilience.
Table 2. List of example projects included in the tool’s database
Example

Project name

Hazard type(s)

Description

1

Toronto flooding event Aug 7, 2018

Flooding

Flooding event that affected the city of
Toronto on Aug 7, 2018, downtown core
and some transportation routes

2

Illustration of flood impact on
transportation and buildings

Flooding

Hypothetical flooding affecting roads
(transportation) and buildings

3

Illustration of wind impact on
buildings and critical infrastructure

Windstorm

Hypothetical windstorm affecting
buildings and critical infrastructure

4

Illustration of impacts of multihazards on buildings and roads

Flooding and
windstorm

Hypothetical multi-hazard windstorm and
flooding event affecting roads and
buildings

5

Illustration of cascading impacts on
electricity supply and transportation

Windstorm

Hypothetical windstorm to showcase the
infrastructure interdependencies

Figure 53. Pre-loaded illustrative projects for the ResilSIMt tool
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3.1

Example 1 - Toronto flooding event Aug 7, 2018
This example project seeks to reproduce and describe the real flooding event that affected

downtown region of the City of Toronto, Canada, late night on Aug 7, 2018. The flooding was mostly
caused by insufficient capacity of the drainage system to move a high volume of rainfall in a short
period of time. Observations at rainfall gauges indicate that more than 60 mm of rain fell over the
period of 2 hours. The flooding affected the roads and some underpasses were completely inundated,
interrupting the flow of traffic. Many office buildings and private homes have reported basement and
parking flooding due to overflow and backwater flooding.
Using the social media report, and news and videos published by the major media outlets the
flooded areas were estimated as presented in Figure 54. The blue circles indicate underpasses that were
inundated and not usable during the event due to the high water depth. The rest of the polygons
identify regions affected by the flood. In those areas roads were still usable, and vehicles could transit,
although at reduced speed. Buildings and homes in these areas also experienced basement and parking
flooding.

Figure 54. Estimated affected areas by the flood event of Aug 7, 2018 in the city of Toronto,
Canada. Blue circles indicate flooded underpasses
The impact of Aug 7, 2018 flooding on the transportation layer (roads) in the City of Toronto
is estimated as a percentage loss of functional performance. Locations indicated by the smaller blue
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circles in Figure 54 lost 100% of their function during the period of heavy rain, meaning the traffic
was completely interrupted for some time (Figure 55).

Figure 55. Damage output to the transportation layer (roads) from the flood event of Aug 7, 2018 in
the City of Toronto, measured in percentage of functional loss.
As result of the flooding (hazard) and its impact (Figure 55) the system performance is
calculated and shown in Figure 57. The system performance shows high impact of the rainfall event
on the affected regions, which is in line with the video records from the day of the event in the City
of Toronto. News video reports from the day of flooding were showing some cars moving through
the deep water with difficulties and some underpasses completely blocked.
For this example project, two proactive adaptation measures were selected (Figure 56) to
improve the system performance and resilience in response to the flooding: (i) ‘Improvements to the
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drainage system’ that would improve the drainage of the surface water and reduce de flooding; and
(ii) ‘Backwater valves’ which consist of installation of backwater valves to prevent basement flooding.
The resilience graph corresponding to the system performance in Figure 57 is presented in Figure 58.
The orange line is presenting the resilience without adaptation and the blue line with some level of
adaptation. By modifying the adaptation measures, presented in Figure 56, the user can evaluate the
efficiency of various measures using resilience as the criterion for comparison.

Figure 56. Adaptation measures to improve the system performance and resiliencies for the flooding
event of Aug 7, 2018 in the City of Toronto.
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Figure 57. System performance of the roads layer service level decrease in % - Aug 7, 2018 event,
the City of Toronto, Canada. Orange and blue lines represent the system performance without and
with adaptation, respectively.

Figure 58. Resilience of the transportation system (roads) - Aug 7, 2018 event, the City of Toronto,
Canada.
For the damage caused by the flooding event to buildings in the affected areas, a stage damage
curve was used for the assessment of the impact. The curve was adapted from the Natural Resources
Canada Canadian Guidelines and Database of Flood Vulnerability Functions document (NRC, 2017).
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The damage curve is presented in Table 3 and refers to monetary damage by m2. The resulting damage
in graphical form is presented as system performance in Figure 59.
Table 3. Damage curve used for Example 1 (adapted form NRC, 2017).
Water level (m)
Damage ($/m2)
0
0
0.1
670
0.3
833
0.6
1,115
0.9
1,306
1.2
1,404
1.5
1,446

Figure 59. System performance (material losses) due to basement and parking flooding - caused by
the Aug 7, 2018 event, in the City of Toronto, Canada. Orange and blue lines represent the system
performance without and with adaptation, respectively.
The resilience calculated for each impact (roads and buildings) as presented in Figure 60 is
then combined into a total infrastructure resilience. The graph in Figure 61 presents the
combined/total resilience for this example that describes the response of roads and buildings
infrastructure to the functional damage caused by the flooding event.
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Figure 60. Resilience of the buildings - Aug 7, 2018 event, the City of Toronto, Canada.

Figure 61. Combined resilience of the system. The orange line presents the resilience of the system
at current state and the blue line with the adaptation measures in place.
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3.2

Example 2 - Illustration of flood and wind impacts on new development and an
expanded network
In this example, a flooding event affecting transportation infrastructure (roads) of a newly

created development using the algorithm presented in section 2.8.4, and a windstorm affecting the
high transmission network lines with and expansions (nodes added by the algorithm shown in section
2.8.5).
The impact of flooding on the roads is measured by a percentage of functional loss, and no
permanent or physical damage is assumed. The new development is also present in the same figure
with the lines representing roads and the dots the intersections, both in dark red colour. The road
design is theoretical and is automatically created by the algorithm presented in section 2.8.4. The
flooding and windstorm events are shown in Figure 62. The duration of events is estimated to be
approximately 10 hours for both the flooding and the windstorm, however, starting at different time
steps.

Figure 62. Hypothetical flood event affecting the City of Toronto
The area flooded region is shown in Figure 63, and it is affecting part of the newly created
development. The magnitude and duration of the event are presented in Table 4.
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Figure 63. Area affected by the flooding
Table 4. Magnitude and duration of the flooding event

Figure 64 presents the area affected by the hypothetical windstorm, with the dark red lines
indicating the existing infrastructure and the purple lines denoting the expanded network using the
algorithm shown in section 2.8.5. The magnitude and duration of the windstorm are presented in
Table 5.
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Figure 64. The area affected by the wind storm. The dark red lines indicate existing infrastructure
and the purple lines represents the expanded network.
Table 5. Magnitude and duration of the windstorm

The impacts of the flood and wind hazard events shown in Figure 63 and Figure 64 are
assessed as listed in Figure 65. For the high voltage transmission lines impact is defined for the
windstorm hazards and for the new roads (new development) the impact is defined for the flooding
event. The damage is calculated for the new roads layer and the expanded and existing high voltage
layer. For the roads layer, the functional damage is defined to illustrate the use of the tool. In both
cases, the damage is measured in percentage (%) loss of performance on the scale between 0 and 100.
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Figure 65. List of flood impacts
Figure 66 presents the loss of functional performance of the new roads layer (measured in %)
over time. It can be noted that the system performance experiences a decline, which in practical terms
means, that the roads capacity is dramatically reduced for traffic during this time. Once the water
recedes and the roads return to full service, the functional damage becomes 0, meaning that there is
no permanent damage to roads due to the flooding. This behaviour is well captured by the system
performance graph (Figure 66) and converted into resilience graph (Figure 67).

Figure 66. System performance over time of the new roads layer. Pre-adaptation (orange line) and
post-adaptation (blue line)
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Figure 67. Resilience of the new roads layer. Pre-adaptation (orange line) and post-adaptation (blue
line)
Similarly, Figure 68 shows the system performance resulting from the damage to the expanded
high voltage transmission lines. In this case, we can notice that the performance for this infrastructure
declines on a later time step due to the different time frame defined for the event affecting the system.
The blue line is showing the system performance after applying the adaptation options that are
reducing the impact. In this case, the damage defined is not permanent, allowing the system to recover
when the hazard is over. The resilience for this layer is shown in Figure 69 and the combined resilience
for the two infrastructures in the analysis are shown in Figure 70.
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Figure 68. System performance over time of the high transmission lines network. Pre-adaptation
(orange line) and post-adaptation (blue line)

Figure 69. Resilience of the high voltage expanded layer. Pre-adaptation (orange line) and postadaptation (blue line)
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Figure 70. Final system resilience to the flood hazard. Final resilience combines all individual
resilience (all layers, physical and functional). Orange line presents the pre-adaptation and the blue
line, the post-adaptation conditions.
Two adaptation measures are defined for the example project and applied to the new roads
and the expanded high voltage transmission lines layers (Figure 71). The magnitude of the adaptation
measure shapes the post-adaptation resilience over time (blue line in Figure 70) and the difference
between the orange and blue lines. Other combinations of adaptation measures values will result in
different level of post-adaption resilience.
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Figure 71. Adaptation measures for the presented hazard scenario.

3.3

Example 3 - Illustration of wind impact on buildings and critical infrastructure
In this example, a hypothetical windstorm (Figure 72) is affecting the building layer and the

system performance is measured by physical damage (in percentage) as well as functional system
performance loss. For the critical infrastructure layer, a stage damage curve is used to measure
functional damage. The magnitude of the hazard over time is presented in Table 6 and the region
affected by the windstorm is shown in Figure 73.

Figure 72. An illustrative windstorm scenario
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Table 6. Wind speed magnitudes over time for the windstorm hazard

Figure 73. Hypothetical wind band representing the affected region
For this project one impact is defined affecting the buildings layer as in Figure 74.
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Figure 74. Damage to building layer infrastructure due to windstorm hazard
The system performance resulting from the impact to buildings is shown in Figure 75. The
blue line is showing the system performance after applying adaptation option that is reducing the
impact. In this case, the damage defined is not permanent, allowing the system to recover when the
hazard is over. The resilience is shown in Figure 76.

Figure 75. System performance of the building layer infrastructure due to windstorm hazard
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Figure 76. Resilience of the buildings layer in response to the damage due to windstorm hazard
One adaptation measure is defined for the example project and applied to the buildings
infrastructure layer (Figure 77). The magnitude of the adaptation measure shapes the post-adaptation
resilience over time (blue line in Figure 76) and the difference between the orange and blue lines.
Other combinations of adaptation measure values will result in different level of post-adaption
resilience.

Figure 77. Adaptation measures for the presented hazard scenario.
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3.4

Example 4 - Illustration of impacts of multiple-hazards on buildings and roads
In this example, the impacts of two hazards, occurring at the same time, and their effects on

urban infrastructure such as transportation, buildings, and critical infrastructure (Figure 78) are
presented.

Figure 78. Impacts to buildings and roads caused by windstorm and flooding hazards
The impact of flooding to the roads is shown in Figure 79, defined as a functional disturbance.
The performance/availability of roads is affected during the flood event and returns to the previous
level after the water recedes. The resilience graph is shown in Figure 80.

Figure 79. System performance, functional damage to roads due to flooding
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Figure 80. Resilience to functional damage to roads due to flooding
Figure 81 presents the impact/system performance of windstorm on the buildings layer. The
damage is assessed based on the wind speed and the flat line after the hazard ends indicates that the
damage is permanent. The resilience graph in response to this scenario is presented in Figure 83. Due
to the permanent physical damage (Figure 83) the resilience of the buildings will not fully recover
unless higher levels of adaptation are applied. Once more, on both graphs the pre and post-adaptation
resilience are presented in orange and blue, respectively.
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Figure 81. System performance, physical damage to buildings due to wind and flooding

Figure 82. Definition of the permanent physical damage
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Figure 83. Resilience of the buildings layer
The combined resilience, taking into account the infrastructure affected by the hazards, is
shown in Figure 84. In this example, it is visible that the roads performance is affected at the higher
magnitude and therefore it is affecting the resilience at earlier time steps more significantly.

Figure 84. Final and combined resilience for the current project
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For this example, the adaptation measures are implemented for the buildings and roads (Figure
85). The impact on the post-adaptation system performance and resilience is noticeable. If the
adaptation magnitude is increased the system performance and the resilience respond accordingly, as
can be seen in Figure 86.

Figure 85. Adaptation measures for the roads and buildings layers
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Figure 86. Updated resilience graph after applying a different set of adaptation measures

3.5

Example 5 - Illustration of cascading impacts on electricity supply and
transportation
In this example, the wind hazard affects the high voltage transmission lines (network layer)

causing power outages, and cascading failures occur affecting the interconnected infrastructure such
as traffic signals that affect the transportation system by reducing the average traffic speed on the
roads. The high voltage transmission lines are represented by the orange dots and lines in Figure 87.
The dots represent transformers and it is assumed that each transformer is supplying one region of
the city delineated by the Thyssen polygons. This simplified assumption was necessary to illustrate the
use of the tool and lack of precise information about the regions the transformers supply. The dark
blue dots in Figure 87 represent the traffic signals in the City of Toronto and are obtained from the
open data portal of the City of Toronto (https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/data-researchmaps/open-data) with precise coordinates. The area affected by the strong wind gusts is shown in
Figure 87 and represented by the light blue polygon.
The input of the cascading failures is shown in Figure 88, where the impacts are presented in
tree formats for easy identification of the dependencies between the infrastructure.
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Figure 87. Hypothetical wind bands representing the hazard (represented by the light blue polygon)
causing damage to the high voltage distribution (lines in dark red color).

Figure 88. Impact to the high voltage transmission lines (in the background) and its cascading effect
to other infrastructure layers
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In the case of cascading impacts, the impacts of the hazard on the initial infrastructure, or the
uppermost layer in Figure 88, are assessed first and then the infrastructure that depends on it. In this
hypothetical example, the impact on ‘High voltage transmission lines’ infrastructure is calculated then,
the ‘Traffic signals’, and finally the “Roads”. The ResilSIMt tool allows high flexibility in defining the
damage due to each hazard as well as the cascading impacts.
Figure 89 presents the list of adaptation measures applied to this example: (i) increase of the
redundancy for the transmission lines aiming at the higher availability of the power to the generators
and consequently to the regions they supply; and (ii) installation of backup power sources on traffic
signals, allowing them to function when the main power source is lost.

Figure 89. Adaption options for the project.
The graph in Figure 91 shows the impact on traffic signals caused by the failure of the
transmission lines to provide the power. For this example, the traffic signals supplied are assumed to
fail due to failure of the transformer that supplies the signals (signals that are in the Thiessen polygon
of the transformer). This assumption can be easily modified in the tool.
Similarly, the impact on roads layer (traffic movement) is set to depend on the availability of
traffic signals (Figure 88) and the resulting system performance graph is in Figure 91. The impact is
less pronounced on the performance on roads (traffic movement). The assumption made here is that
even without the power and available signals the traffic will continue to flow, with lower efficiency.
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Figure 90. System performance of the traffic signals affected by the high transmission lines power
outage

Figure 91. System performance of the road layers affected by the failure of the traffic signals due to
the high transmission lines power outage
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For this example, the resulting resilience graph is presented in Figure 92 due the hazard
impacting the high voltage transmissions lines which then affect to other infrastructure such as
buildings, roads and traffic signals. The traffic signals then have a cascading effect on the functional
performance of roads, affecting its average speed of vehicles using the affected roads.

Figure 92. Resilience for the project with several interdependencies.
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4

Conclusions
This document presents the decision support tool ResilSIMt, that is able to estimate the

resilience of an urban system exposed to the impacts of various types of hazards, such as floods,
hurricanes, fire, and others. The tool uses an open source GIS dataset as the starting point for the
analyses. The user, however, is provided with options to incorporate additional data in form of GIS
layers and networks to describe the physical and socioeconomic components of the urban system
under consideration. Using spatial programming techniques, the resilience of the system subject to
hazard is computed based on the system adaptive capacity that can be modified by the introduction
of various adaptation measures (before and/or after the hazardous event).
The ResilSIMt calculates an initial value of urban system resilience as the basis for comparison.
The user can experiment with different proactive and reactive adaptation measures and compare their
impact using the system resilience as a comparison criterion.
The tool is tested with data for the City of Toronto, Canada. However, its generic nature
allows its easy application to any other urban center. Hazard scenarios and adaptation measures are
user defined inputs allowing various combinations of disaster and recovery strategies to be evaluated.
The tool is in a public domain and can be accessed at: http://resilsimt.uwo.ca. Five illustrative
examples (presented in this report) are available for users to experiment with the tool.
Resilience is an innovative disaster management measure that can assist decision makers in
selecting and prioritizing actions for upgrading urban systems with high exposure to extreme events.
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Appendix A: Creating GeoJSON files for input to the ResilSIM v2
The ResilSIM v2 tool relies heavily on the data input in the GeoJSON format. The GeoJSON
format is a modern and widely used file format for geographic information. The traditional vector
formats such as shape-files, can easily be converted to the GeoJSON format using a free GIS software,
Quantum GIS (QGIS). The latest version of QGIS can be downloaded from https://www.qgis.org/,
and the version for several operating systems are available (Figure 93). After the selection the
operational system, the version of the QGIS can be selected. For modern computers, the 64-bit
version will most likely be the choice. Once the installer file is downloaded, QGIS can be installed for
use.

Figure 93. QGIS operating system options

Figure 94. QGIS version options (32 or 64 bits)
After installing and starting QGIS to load vector files such as shape-file format (SHP), the
Layer -> Add Layer -> Add Vector Layer option from the main QGIS menu should be used as
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presented in Figure 95. An option to select a folder on the computer, where the file is located, will be
presented. After loading the file, the data will be display in QGIS as in Figure 96. The loaded file will
be listed on the bottom left window in QGIS (Layers).

Figure 95. Loading a shape file format file
Once the file is loaded, it can be converted to the GeoJSON with the option ‘Save Vector
Layer As’ by right clicking over the name of the added layer. A screen as in Figure 97 will be presented
with the options to export the file. For the ResilSIM, the GeoJSON format should be selected and
the projection (CRS) needs to be ESPG:4326 or simply WGS 84. Other coordinate systems are not
compatible with the ResilSIM v2. The exported GeoJSON file can then be used or imported in the
ResilSIM v2 as described in section 2.8 – Data Input.
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Figure 96. Vector file data displayed on QGIS

Figure 97. Converting to GeoJSON format
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After creating the file to GeoJSON, QGIS allows editing the fields and updating data on the
file. This is done by right click on the name of the file on the bottom left window (Figure 96) and
selecting the ‘Open Attribute Table’ option. A new window (Figure 98) will be displayed with the
features (object or polygons on the GIS file). One this screen the top menu allows editing (removing,
adding, updating existing fields) in the GeoJSON file. These options are useful for changing of names,
adding and removing data is necessary or desired.

Figure 98. Adding or removing columns on the GeoJSON file
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Appendix B: A. Schardong, S.P. Simonovic, and H. Tong (2018) “Use of
Quantitative Resilience in Managing Urban Infrastructure Response to
Natural Hazards”, in print, International Journal of Safety and Security
Engineering, 8(5):1–13.
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